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If the term “vegetable charcuterie” 

sounds like an oxymoron (or, worse, a 

joke), wake up and smell the revolution: 

Vegetable-centric dishes are here to 

stay—and chefs are up for the challenge. 

As with meat charcuterie, preserving and 

fermenting vegetables is ancient history; 

the Japanese art of nuka (rice bran) pick-

ling dates back to the 17th century. Today, 

culinary innovators are breaking new 

ground, interpreting and elevating Old 

World traditions for contemporary tastes. 

At New York City’s Dirt Candy, Amanda 

Cohen’s portobello mousse has inspired 

a devoted following. “It seemed silly to 

me that people go all goo-goo eyed when 

a blob of duck liver hits their plate, but 

there [wasn’t] a vegetable that inspired 

the same kind of passionate devotion and 

awe,” she says. To achieve the sought-

after unctuousness people 

ordinarily associate 

with foie gras, Cohen 

uses a clever union 

of heavy cream, 

butter, agar-agar 

and truffle oil. “I 

wanted to put the 

taste of mush-

rooms front and 

center, to divorce 

the taste from the 

texture,” she says. 

“When you turn [them] 

into a smooth, dense, 

creamy mousse, you can really appreci-

ate their flavor.” Cohen drizzles balsamic 

reduction over the fungal cubes, then 

adds an array of accoutrements: truffled 

toast, pear-fennel compote and paper-

thin slivers of grilled portobello ($13, 

recipe, p. 92). The result packs an earthy, 

pungent punch, with nary a liver in sight. 

At her sunny Nolita shop The Butcher’s 

Daughter, New York City’s Heather Tier-

ney prepares the restaurant’s vegetable 

charcuterie without any animal products 

whatsoever. The vegan standby mush-

room-walnut pâté and white bean-fennel 

sausage attract a steady flow of orders. 

Like Cohen, Tierney takes cues from 

meat to coax flavor and texture from her 

ingredients. “The mushroom-walnut pâté 

is made similarly to how regular pâté is 

made,” she says. “We’re using walnuts 

instead of meat, so we first have to cook 

the walnuts and purée [them]. We use 

seasoning similar to a regular pâté, so 

that the coloring and flavors evoke a 

traditional look and feel.” Depth of flavor 

might come from shallots or onions, 

garlic, thyme, pepper and brandy, and 

like its meat counterpart, the dish is best 

enjoyed atop crostini with fig mostarda.

Tierney refers to the white bean-fennel 

sausage preparation as “a bit of a magic 

trick.” “We cook down the white beans 

and fennel and roll them in a foil cas-

ing with a bit of wheat gluten to hold 

[them] together,” she says. “We 

then bake them until they 

take on the texture of 

sausage.” The spicy 

snacks pack serious 

heat, and enough 

flavor to satisfy 

even the most de-

voted meat lover.

Emily Fiffer tried 

charcuterie for the first 

time on a recent trip to Bar-

celona and now understands 

what all the fuss is about.
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VEGETABLE PÂTÉS HIT THE CHARCUTERIE BOARD

    It seemed 
silly to me that 

people go all goo-
goo eyed when a blob 

of duck liver hits their 
plate, but there [wasn’t] 
a vegetable that inspired 
the same kind of passion-

ate devotion and awe. 
– Amanda Cohen, Dirt Candy,  

New York City
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Portobello mousse with 

truffle toast and fennel 

compote, $13, Amanda 

Cohen, Dirt Candy, New 

York City. RECIPE, p. 92.


